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MEETING NOTICE
This month our guest speaker will be Professor Mima Kapches of

York University. Mima's lecture is entitled The Eldorado Project : The Auda
Site, and describes her recent excavation of a Pickering village on the
Eldorado Nuclear property near Port Hope.

It could be the site to anchor

the shaky Pickering chronology solidly before 1000 A.D.!

Our meeting will commence at 8:00 P.M. in Rm. 128 of Somerville
House, University of Western Ontario, on Thursday, February 14.

YOUR 1980 CHAPTER DUES ARE PAYABLE NOW
(See enclosed membership form)

EXECUTIVE REPORT

On January 28, a meeting of the 1980 executive was held at the
Pi hi home in London. All executive attended, in addition to two members
of the Symposium committee.

Rob reported that arranqements had been made

for Mima Kapches' accommodations in London, but that he was still searching
for someone to speak at our March meeting.
Concerning the Symposium, Norah confirmed that a second room

had been arranged for Saturday's concurrent session on Historical Archaeology
Researchers in Ontario, Michigan, Ohio and New York have been contacted and
requested to submit manuscripts synthesizing the culture history of their
respective areas. Publicity requirements and cost estimates were discussed
next. Total printing costs for registration forms, promotional flyers, etc.
may exceed $1,000.00.
George Connoy raised the fact that only 15 members have renewed
for 1980, and suggested a membership form be included in the next KEWA.
The final topic of discussion involved a letter from the Toronto
executive requesting a Chapter application for support funds. Jim agreed
to draft our budget proposal.

SOCIAL REPORT
Each February, the McMaster Anthropology Society hosts a one day
symposium on a selected topic of interest to Ontario archaeologists.
This, the sixth symposium,is entitled Cultural Contact in the Archaeological
Record and will be held on Saturday, February 23 in Kenneth Taylor Hall

(Rm. B135). Starting time is 9:00 A.M., admission is $2.00 and refreshments
will be available.
This year's topic should spark a certain amount of controversy.
A paper will be presented by Museum of Indian Archaeology staff, and those
interested in a car pool should contact the writer at 433-8401 in London.

The following list of research reports was submitted by Norah.

AN INDEX TO RESEARCH REPORTS IN KB/A : 1977-79
NORAH few ILLIAM
78-1

78-2

78-3
78-6
78-7
78-8

Fox, W.A .

Sub-Greywacke in Southwestern Ontario Prehistory.

Fecteau, R.D. A Preliminary Report on the Archaeobotanical Remains
from the DeWaele Site (AfEd-1) - a late Glen Meyer
Village.
Williamson, R. Alternatives for Calculating Longhouse Floor Areas.
Fox, W . A .

Southwestern Ontario Radio-carbon Dates.

Pearce, R.

Public Excavations on the Lawson Site, 1978

Kenyon, I.T.

The George Davidson Site : A Late Archaic "Breakpoint"
Component in Southwestern Ontario.

79-2

Fecteau, R.D. The Longhouse Experiment.
79-3 M
Fox, W . A .

Lithic Tools from the Melville Site (BbEa-7).
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79-4

Kenyon, I.T. The Sub-GreyDacke Lanceolate Biface in the Ausable Valley.

79-6

79-8

Fecteau, R.D. Archaeobotanical Remains from the Morpeth South Site
(AcHk-3) - A late Archaic Site in Kent Co., Ont.
Nixon, C.O. An Experiment in Primitive Fire-Making, Tool & Weapon Making.

79-8

79-9

Keron, J.

The Role of the Amateur Archaeologist.

Fox, W.A.

Lithic Tools from the Eaney-Cook Site (Bcflb-27).
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Readers will note two new additions to this Issue. Both result
from a January technical meeting of the Ministry's volunteer programme,
the Archaeological Conservation Programme (A.C.P.). Members were provided
with a variety of summary papers produced by Ian Kenyon and the writer.
One of these was the SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO POINT CHRONOLOGY which
follows. Another paper discussed 19th century European artifacts, and
will form the basis of a monthly offering from Ian entitled NINETEENTH

CENTURY NOTES,

NINETEENTH CENTURY NOTES
WINDOW GLASS THICKNESS

IAN T, KENYON

In pioneer days even the most primitive backwoods cabin would often have its
glazed window; thus, window pane sherds are a common find on 19th century sites.
One of the most striking changes in sheet glass technology in this period is the
marked increase in pane thickness, this trend towards thicker and stronger glass
is accompanied by a tendency to use larger pane sizes. Typically, early 19th C.
houses are fitted with multipaned windows (often 12 or 24 panes) composed of
small glass sheets (e.g. 8" by 10"). Later in the century windows often have
fewer panes but larger individual sheets (e.q. 18" by 36").
The best method of analyzing archaeological specimens
is to measure with vernier calipers the sherd thickness to
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shown here the early McDougall
site (Kent Co.) has window
glass which is over 0.5mm thinner than the sherds from the
post-1850 Ferguson site (Huron
Co.). These statistics can be
virtually duplicated from other
PANE THICKNESS (in mm)
southwestern Ontario sites. A
site (AfHi-27) of c.1800-25 in Delaware Twp. has a mean thickness of 1.35mm (n=21, s=
,24mm): a value identical to the contemporaneous McDougall sample. In Pinery Park a
c.1880 site (AhHk-65) has a mean of 1.99mn(n=21, s=.37mm) which is within O.lmm of
the Ferguson average.
A simpler, if less precise, method of analysis is to determine the percentage of'
glass over and under 1/16" (1.55mm) in thickness. On sites before c.1850 about 807 or
more of the glass will be thinner than 1/16"; on sites later than this about 807 or
more will be thicker than 1/16". Obviously a site which has both early and late 19th (
occupations will fall somewhere in between. An example of a mixed collection occurs a
the Van Egmond house in Seaforth. This Classic Revival-influenced structure was built
about 1846 and has 12-paned front windows. Strati graphic excavations by MCR in the vi
cinity of a long vanished front porch revealed that in the lower level (10-20cm below
surface) 567 (27 of 41) of the sherds were less than 1.6mm thick, but in the upper
level (0-10cm) this figure drops to only 33% (18 of 43). Evidently the windows were
originally glazed with the early thin glass but as the panes were broken they were
replaced by the later thick glass.
A "quick-and-dirty" field test for dating window glass sherds is illustrated here
Randomly collect exactly ten sherds, these must be flat and not distorted or twisted
by heat; pile them into a stack and measure its thickness. A site dating to the first
half of the 19th C. will have
After 1850
Before 1850
a stack about 1/2" (13mm), or
M
so, thick. A stack from the
V
last half of the century will
be about 3/4" (19mnlthick.
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SW ONTARIO POINT CHRONOLOGY - 1980
THE POINT OUTLINE.1, WHICH APf
NOT STIPPLED REPRESENT TYPES
FREQUENTLY MADE FROM EXOTIC
CHERTS (E.G. FLINT RIDGE OHIO!
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT IN EACH
TIME BLOCK. THE POINTS ARE
SHOWN IN THEIR APPROXIMATE
CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER (EARLY
TO LATE).

PALEOINDIAN

1. BULL BROOK
2. BARNES

8000 BC
3. NETTLING (KIRK-PALMER)

EARLY
ARCHAIC

4. HI-LO
5. LE CROY BIFURCATE BASE
6. STANLY STEMMED

5000 BC

MIDDLE
ARCHAIC

7.

OTTER CREEK

8.

BREWERTON SIDE-NOTCHED

9.

BREUERTON CORNER-NOTCHED
(FEEHELEY)

2500 BC

10. LAMOKA (DUSTIN)
11. GENESEE

LATE
ARCHAIC

12. PERKIOMEN BROAD
13. CRAWFORD KNOLL
14. INVERHURON

600 BC
18
15. MEADOWOOD

EARLY &
MIDDLE
WOODLAND

16. ADENA
17. SAUGEEN
18. VANPORT

500 AD
19. LEVANNA
20. PORT MAITLAND
21. GLEN MEYER
22. DEWAELE

LATE
WOODLAND

23. MIDDLEPORT TRIANGULAR
24. MIDDLEPORT NOTCHED
25. NANTICOKE TRIANGULAR
26. NANTICOKE NOTCHED
27. DANIELS TRIANGULAR
28. HAMILTON SERRATED

MCR- LONDON

NETTLING POINTS
SIZE: These carefully made bi faces ranqe from 29-60mm.
in length, 17-35 mm. in width, 4-7mm. in thickness
and 10-20mm. in hafting width.

SHAPE: Trianguloid biface preforms were corner notched
to produce most Nettling points; however, notching can
rotate to basal in orientation. Lateral edge configuration
«f *° unvex' ^1tn edqe serration displayed on roughly 60%
of the specimens. Basal configuration varies from convex
to concave and cross-sections are lenticular.
FLAKING: The preform flake scars are broad and flat,
which produced a thin biface. Edge serrated pieces
display between 3 and 5 teeth per centimeter.
S P H r c K Jewing points are manufactured from local Onondaga or
Selkirk cherts, but the majority are of Ohio cherts; such as, Pipe Creek chert
Flint Ridge chalcedony and a number of the Mercer Fm. varieties
.
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in small numbers at least as far north as
° and are m° St C0mm° n in the n° rthwestern

AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: Nettling points are similar in form to Early
Arena c Palmer points described by Coe (1964), the Cypress Creek points
NntTn
Le?1? anJ Lewis (1961) and to B™Vles (197D Charleston Corner
NotchedbedandHYcertain
of her Kirk series. Boyles' dates for the St. Al bans
?Lt
thlreCe
-t ,dateS
J - Mueller, pers. comm.) suggest
that these
points
weref.°inm the
use Carolinas
some time (between
7500 and 8000 B.C.
c bl'faCe f° mS'many sPec1mens *™ extensively reworked.
lspla.-r one convex and one concave lateral edge, suggesting
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